
Perfect for  

Small Spaces  
& Going Places



Get carried away...

The PFAFF® passport™ sewing 
machines comes with a hard 

cover that protects your sewing 
machine. It is ergonomically  

designed for comfortable    
transport and easy storage.



 passport™ 2.0  passport™ 3.0

...with the lightweight sewing machines from PFAFF®!

Whether you are seeking a sewing machine for a 
small space or one perfectly designed for travel and 
classes  – this is it. Whatever the journey, the PFAFF® 
passport™ line sewing machines are ready. Are you? 
With best-in-class features and reliable stitch results, we 
are confident that the PFAFF® passport™ line sewing  
machines will exceed your expectations for a  
lightweight, compact sewing machine. What are you 
waiting for? Get ready to explore a new sewing  
companion packed with PFAFF® features.



PERFECTLY COMPACT
Discover how surprisingly light, yet powerful, 
perfection can be. Although the PFAFF®  
passport™ sewing machines only weigh  
14.7 lbs (6.7kg) or less, they are equipped  
with technology such as the original IDT™  
System, two LED light sources, and other  
exclusive, reliable PFAFF® features. The  
PFAFF® passport™ models are built to  
make sewing easy so you can effortlessly 
achieve the professional results that you  
are looking for whether you are sewing at 
home or on the go. 

PERFECTLY INSPIRED
The sleek, compact design of the PFAFF® 

passport™ models alone starts your  
creativity flowing. The eye-catching detail  
of the Stitch Menu Tab unveils a stitch  
selection fit for any desired project. Choose  
from a variety of up to 100 inspiring  
stitches with up to 7mm stitch width;  
buttonholes, decorative stitches, quilt  
stitches, needle art stitches and satin  
stitches, plus, an impressive appliqué pin 
stitch. 

With the complete range of optional 
PFAFF® Original presser feet at your  

The journey starts now!Get carried away...
Imagine a sewing machine compact enough to whisk away to a sewing class, or fit in your 
bookshelf. Now, imagine this same machine is chock-full of features designed to meet the 
high demands of the PFAFF® sewer. The PFAFF® passport™ line is specially designed for small 
spaces, as well as going places such as classes, retreats or any sewing journey. It is your  
license to venture out in the world and discover new ways and new places to sew!  
No limits. Just freedom.

The passport™ 3.0  
model has 100 beautiful 
stitches including many 
7mm stitches.

disposal, there‘s more than plenty of room  
to expand your sewing skills and let your  
inspiration take you wherever it leads you.    

PERFECTLY DEPENDABLE
You will quickly discover and grow  
attached to the number of convenient  
features packed into the PFAFF® 
passport™ line sewing machines. With only 
the touch of a button you set your needle  
to automatically stop up or down in the  
fabric, for pivoting, appliqué and other  
special techniques. 

The 29 needle positions allow you to  
place the needle exactly where you want it 
– perfect for topstitching, quilting, inserting  
zippers and more. 

Gain full control of every stitch on any  
sewing project. Simply adjust speed,  
thread tension and presser foot pressure  
as desired for special techniques or  
different fabric types. The extra-high  
presser foot lift and electronic  
piercing power are ideal for thick 
fabrics and multiple layers. Your PFAFF® 
passport™ sewing machine is ready for 
any challenge.

PERFECTLY EVEN FABRIC FEED
Advanced technology lets you sew  
any fabric and through multiple layers – 
without worrying if the fabric pieces will 
match at the end of the seam.

The PFAFF® original IDT™ System  
guarantees the optimal feed you ex-
pect on all kinds of fabric. Every thing  
stays in place. Lightweight and silky 
fabrics don’t pucker; stripes and 
plaids match perfectly; curved seams 
are easy, with very little pinning  
required.

The original  IDT™ System is exceptional  
at feeding small fabric pieces for  
maximum precision and professional  
results. Your PFAFF® passport™ sewing  
machine moves from a single layer  
to multiple layers effortlessly and even  
sews over bulky seams with no hesitation. 
The results are gorgeous sewing projects 
with amazingly precise details. 

THE ORIGINAL 
FROM PFAFF ®



Create beautiful free-
motion effects with the 
optional Open Toe 
Free-motion Foot.

The Thread Snips button 
(passport™ 3.0 only) 
cuts on command.  
Threads are pulled to 
the back for a perfect 
finish.

Two LED light sources 
that illuminate your 
sewing space with no  
shadows.

Your passport™ sewing  
machine is fit for a prominent  

place in your home. 



ACCESSORY
CATALOGUE

Including instructions for all presser feet!

www.pfaff.com

The PFAFF® Accessory  
Online Catalogue  
at www.pfaff.com
PFAFF® has an impressive range of presser 
feet and accessories to enhance your  
sewing experience. Select from accessory 
feet to help you be 
more precise or 
others developed 
for specialty  
techniques;  
there are even 
accessories 
especially for 
quilters. 

...with the lightweight sewing machines from PFAFF®!

Extend your workspace!
The PFAFF® passport™ Extension  
Table offers excellent support when  
sewing quilts or other large projects. It 
comes with a handy soft cover that can  
be easily attached to the hard cover of 
your passport™ sewing machine. 

More to explore! 
 Compact/Portable Sewing Machine (passport™ 2.0 at13.9lbs /6.3kg and passport™ 3.0 at 

14.7lbs/6.7kg). Perfect for taking to classes and for travel.

 The PFAFF®  Original IDT™ System. Integrated Dual Feed only from PFAFF® for over 45 years! 
Absolutely even fabric feed from both the top and the bottom.

 Thread Snips. Automatically cut top and bobbin threads, pulling thread ends to the back side of 
fabric. (passport™ 3.0 only)

 PFAFF® Original Presser Foot System. Many optional accessories available to expand the 
sewing experience.

 100 Stitches on passport™ 3.0, and 70 stitches on passport™ 2.0. A wide variety of beautiful 
7mm stitches, including utility stitches, buttonholes, decorative stitches, quilt stitches, needle art 
stitches and satin stitches. 

 Beautiful Appliqué Pin Stitch Adjustable; easy to achieve your desired result.

 Start/Stop Button. Press the Start button to sew without the foot control. Makes sewing long 
seams, free-motion and buttonholes easy. 

 Speed Slider. Adjust the speed with the speed slider for full control.

 PFAFF® Design. Built for precision, helping you achieve professional results with comfort and ease.

 Info button. Simply touch to see the recommended presser foot for the selected stitch.

 Two LED Light Sources. Optimized bright lights illuminate your sewing area without shadows.

 Stitch Menu Tab. Convenient location on the right side of the machine. Pull out to view the 
complete collection of stitches. 

 Hard Cover. Protects your sewing machine when transporting it; keeps it dust free. Includes smart 
storage for your foot control and power cord.

 One-step Buttonhole. Snap on the buttonhole foot and sew repeatable buttonholes smoothly.

 Free-motion Sewing. Simply attach the optional free-motion presser foot and lower the feed dogs 
for easy quilting. 

 External Feed Dog Drop. Lower the feed dogs for stippling, free-motion embroidery or darning.

 Extra-high Presser Foot Lift. Raises the presser foot to its highest position so that thick fabrics can 
be placed easily under the presser foot. 

 Presser Foot Pressure. Can be adjusted for specialty techniques or when sewing on light or  
heavy fabric. 

 Adjustable Thread Tension. Depending on the fabric, batting, thread, etc., the thread tension dial 
can be set to make the threads meet evenly between the two layers of fabric. 

 Needle Up/Down. Touch a button to set your needle to automatically stop up or down in the fabric for 
pivoting, appliqué and more. Tap the foot control to shift between needle up/down position. 

 Immediate Tie-off. When the button is pushed, the machine will tie-off automatically for a quick 
and easy finish.

 29 Needle Positions. Perfect for topstitching, quilting, inserting zippers and more. 

 Integrated Needle Threader. Makes threading the needle fast and easy. 

 Stitch Plate. Markings to the left and right of needle help you guide your fabric. 

 Snap-on/Snap-off Presser Feet. Changing is easy; no screwdriver or other tools are needed. 

 Top Loaded Bobbin. Easy to access. 

 Electronic Needle Piercing Power. Full piercing power at any speed with total control. 

 Two Spool Pins. For twin needle sewing or specialty sewing. 

 Accessory Feet Included. 6 different presser feet for all your basic needs.

 Accessory Tray. To keep all your sewing needs at your fingertips. 

 Optional Extension Table. Extend your workspace. Excellent support when sewing  
quilts or other large projects.

Your PFAFF® dealer

Visit your local dealer 
and get carried away by 
the impressive PFAFF® 

passport™ sewing  
machines.
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